
PromotionsstiPendien  
für Luft- und raumfahrt

doctoraL degree  
schoLarshiPs for  
aerosPace research

in promoting doctoral studies, your 
company benefits from direct access 
to innovation and talent.



Munich AerospAce:  
The engine for An ATTrAcTive 
reseArch LocATion

Doctoral scholarships: a versatile instrument with many aDvantages
Munich Aerospace doctoral scholarships give companies access to one of the world‘s most 
innovative aerospace research landscapes. Munich Aerospace directs the doctoral scholar-
ships you fund to qualifying young scientists, ensures smooth administrative processes and 
provides scientific support to candidates through one of our four partners: Technical univer-
sity of Munich, university of the german Armed forces Munich, german Aerospace center 
and Bauhaus Luftfahrt.

Most of the doctoral students play an active part in a Munich Aerospace research group. The 
focus areas of these research groups are: Autonomous Flight, Safety in Orbit, Geodetic Earth 
Observation, Advanced Aerospace Communications and Navigation, Aviation Management, 
Green Aerospace and Public Security. The current research groups are listed in the insert to 
this brochure.

These inter-institutional research groups are directed by professors or qualified up-and-
coming scientists associated with our partners. if your organisation funds multiple scholar-
ships, a new research group can be formed in cooperation with our scientific partners.

Funding Munich Aerospace scholarships gives 
companies access to an excellent aerospace 
research network, creating a win-win situation 
for all parties.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günter W. Hein,
Munich Aerospace Executive Board member and Emeritus of  
Excellence of the University of the German Armed Forces Munich 
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munich aerospace:  
the nexus of business anD research
Munich Aerospace was formed in 2010 by Technical university of Munich, university of 
the german Armed forces Munich, german Aerospace center and Bauhaus Luftfahrt 
as an organisation linking research, teaching, business and public policy, bundling  
regional competencies. We identify new research objectives and define research focu-
ses so as to exploit synergies.



funding schoLArships opens 
doors To reseArch

bright minDs for competitive aDvantage
innovation requires high-powered research. By funding doctoral scholarships you can 
 secure a strong position in the competition for the best scientific talent, gain the benefit 
of know-how derived from dissertation projects and get access to an organised research 
network of potential partners and staff.

aDministration without bureaucracy
As funding provider, you are the driving force behind research topics relevant to your 
 company’s innovation work and market position. Munich Aerospace assists you in deal-
ings with scholarship holders, taking administrative work off your hands. We handle calls 
for scholarship applications and will, on request, gladly assist in the candidate selection 
process. We also take over a range of human resources tasks, providing intensive support 
to scholarship holders.



Munich Aerospace scholarships help us cultivate  
contacts with outstanding young scientists and  
interface with key research institutions to make  
advances in the areas of importance to us.

Hans J. Steininger, CEO, MT Aerospace AG
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schoLArships for  
high-LeveL reseArch

scholarship perioD:  2 – 3 yeArs
cost for sponsor companies:   
25,000 euros euros/yeAr
(tax-deductible donation)

Disbursement to scholarship holDers: 
Scholarship stipend:  1,575 euros / MonTh
Supplements for conference travel, research-relevant 
equipment, rental costs and travel allowance (optional):  
6,100 euros euros/yeAr

schoLArship  
key dATA:

intensive support anD interDisciplinary Dialogue
Munich Aerospace scholarship holders are able to fully concentrate on their doctoral work, 
enabling them to complete their academic projects within a shorter period of time.  Access 
to a broad range of top-quality research infrastructures creates optimal conditions for 
 successful outcomes. The extensive support provided typically involves annual discussion 
meetings and integration into one of our topically relevant research groups.

We are furthermore dedicated to expanding the horizons of doctoral students, who become 
members of either the graduate school of Technical university of Munich or that of the 
german Aerospace center benefiting from ongoing interdisciplinary scientific dialogue and 
professional networking opportunities. retreats are held, for example, at which leading in-
ternational scientists, prominent speakers from the business sector and doctoral students 
themselves present on research topics.



einLeger

The Munich Aerospace industrial scholarship  
made it possible to conduct application-oriented 
research without having to spend time with project 
work distracting me from my doctoral pursuits.

Dr.-Ing. Jens Trümner,  
former holder of a Munich Aerospace scholarship 
at MTU Aero Engines AG
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